Herein lies the paradox. Although there is no real scenario in which the house pays out infinitely many dollars, standard probability theory does give ∞ as the expected value. Several 18th century mathematicians, including Nicholas and Daniel
Bernoulli [1] , the Compte de Buffon [4] , and Leonhard Euler [7, 15] , made attempts to resolve the paradox using utility functions to adjust the value of each additional dollar. John Maynard Keynes [11] and Paul Samuelson [14] are among more recent economists who have devoted considerable attention to its resolution. Thus, the St. Petersburg paradox has contributed to development of utility theory.
While utility theory can resolve the problem, several other methods have also been established. One calls for a cap on the amount the house can pay out, creating a finite sum. Similarly, some suggest setting a likelihood threshold such that if the odds of some event are less than a given value, the gambler assumes the event will never occur. This also creates a finite expectation by setting a maximum number of flips that can occur in a game. Still others have used "trimmed sums" to obtain a finite expectation. (See [14, 16, 5, 8] for modern treatments of these modified St.
Petersburg games.)
One textbook we used in our class was Boyer and Merzbach [3] , which describes an experiment by the 18th century naturalist the Compte de Buffon, who played the St. Petersburg game an astounding 2048 times. He found, in our notation, an average payout of $9.82. (It seems he did not do all the work himself, however: "I have played this game two thousand forty-eight times by having a coin thrown into the air by a child...") The second author was intrigued by the experiment, and although Buffon was limited to using and flipping an actual coin, we have the luxury of living in the age of rapid electronic calculation. Before class was over, we wrote a program which simulated the St. Petersburg game. We played it a million times, and we found the average payoff to be about $18.32. This was so much greater than the value given in [3] that we decided to investigate further.
Initial Investigations
We simulated a St. Petersburg game played n times. The average winnings over the n games are reported in Table 1 . These figures correspond closely to empirical results in the literature (see [10] for a typical example). Table 1 is fairly interesting. It seems that the average per-game winnings depends rather strongly on the number of games played. This, however, turned out to be well known; in fact, after playing n games, the most likely value of average winnings per game is log 2 (n). What we were actually interested in was something more complex; we wanted not the most likely average payoff per game, but the distribution of winnings that come from doing what Buffon did -namely, playing 2048 St. Petersburg games. Specifically, we wondered whether the value he found is a representative value for playing the game 2048 times.
The experiment
With an eye toward understanding Buffon's results, we defined a Buffon experiment to be playing the St. Petersburg game 2048 times. We took the result of a Buffon experiment, then, to be the average winnings per game over the 2048 total games. We simulated playing a million Buffon experiments; the results are in Figure 1 . games in which $4096 (= 2 12 ) is paid, etc, and for any integer n, we expect about 1, 000, 000/2 n−11 games which pay 2 n dollars.
Therefore we devised a new experiment. We created 1,000,000 bins representing the million Buffon experiments that we ran, and for each positive integer n ≤ 31 ≈ log 2 (2048 · 1, 000, 000), we randomly chose 1, 000, 000/2 n−11 bins (rounded to the nearest integer) into each of which we placed a payoff of 2 n dollars. For any n, we allowed the same bin to be chosen more than once (after all, within one Buffon experiment, we could have more than one game with 17 consecutive tails). Each of these bins, therefore, 'represents a mock Buffon experiment'. We then calculated the average payoff in each bin, plotted the distribution of the log of these averages, and found a graph of the same form and shape as Figure 1 . Thus Figure 1 can also be thought of as the result of a Monte Carlo process of distributing powers of two representing possible winnings into bins.
Conclusion
As an answer our original question, we return to Buffon's results. Recall that It has become a truism in probability and statistics that in order to understand a variable, it is not enough to know its mean -one must also know the distribution.
Our approach, looking at the distribution of average payoffs obtained by playing a fixed number of St. Petersburg games, sheds new insight on the possible results of this centuries-old problem, and also generates a beautiful, surprising, and seemingly new distribution.
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Summary
The St. Petersburg game is a probabilistic thought experiment. It describes a game which seems to have infinite expected value, but which no reasonable person could be expected to pay much to play. Previous empirical work has centered around trying to find the most likely payoff that would result from playing the game n times. In this paper, we extend this work to the distribution of all possible values which could result from this experiment. We use this distribution -with a surprising fractal-like pattern -to examine the unlikely nature of the most famous experiment on this game, the results of the Compte de Buffon's playing the game
